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MEYLE-HD Parts – Better than the Original 
with a 4-Year Warranty
The safety and reliability of a motor vehicle hinges on the quality and durability of its 
components. MEYLE-HD intensively researches vehicles for their weak points, and in turn, 
develops reinforced steering and suspension parts, knowing they will perform reliably over 
the next thousands of miles. MEYLE-HD guarantees it with their unique four-year warranty, 
emphasizing the quality and standards the MEYLE HD brand represents.

IMC and Meyle HD (High Durability) has your solution, to not only replace your steering and 
suspension, but outlast the original equipment. The “HD” is well deserved, as the parts are 
subjected to multiple tests, ensuring only parts of the highest quality are installed on your 
customer’s vehicle. 
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MEYLE-HD parts - Better than the Original! 

MEYLE Products®, is part of Wulf Gaertner Autoparts AG in Hamburg, Germany and focuses on high quality aftermarket 
products in the area of chassis & suspension, rubber-metal and cooling. Their engineering department is committed to 
develop parts with properties clearly superior to the original. These parts are then rightfully given the seal “HD Quality” 
and /HD (for High Durability) is added to their part numbers.

• Automotive components engineered to last: Technically refined parts engineered to first-class quality to outshine the
   performance of the original.
• Safety guaranteed: 4-year warranty on the entire MEYLE-HD range.
• Time and cost savings: MEYLE-HD parts are designed for professional and easy installation, they always come with a
   full set of hardware and do not require costly special tooling.
• Quality first: From analysis, engineering and production, MEYLE-HD offers added value from a single source! 

Many years ago, Mercedes-Benz set an example 
of how tried-and-tested technologies can be most  
effectively used to significantly increase wear-and-
tear part life at manageable cost. It has become  
our guiding principle.

Based on the results of failure analyses and test-stand 
examinations MEYLE-HD parts feature a higher-grade 
rubber material and reshaped rubber profile to deliver 
improved load-carrying capabilities. We also employ 
a premium bonding agent providing high-strength  
adhesion and long-term anti-corrosion protection.

This makes MEYLE-HD parts the first choice whenever 
strong connections are needed and a long-lasting  
alternative to original components.

MEYLE-HD at its Best: 

Rubber-to-Metal Bonds – Strong and Durable!

Original component

Inner sleeve with optimised  
profile to maximise part life

MEYLE-HD bushings fit a variety of vehicle applications

Inner sleeve with  
plain profile

Control arm bushing to fit e.g. Audi A4/A4 Avant (1995–2005), VW Passat 3B, VW Phaeton 3D

Benefit from time and cost savings with the MEYLE-HD 
control arm for the BMW 5, 6 and 7 Series models and 
the Roll Royce Ghost. Thanks to its adjustable bearing 
the HD control arm replaces three different original 

MEYLE-HD at its Best: One MEYLE-HD Control Arm  

to Replace Three OE Versions!
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components.
With the correct 
part always closely 
to hand the MEYLE 
solution does away 
with the initial wheel 
alignment measure-
ment and allows for 
swift and precise 
camber adjustment.

The MEYLE-HD control arm offers a wide range  
of benefits:

> One adjustable control arm to replace its  
  three OE equivalents with clear marking of  
 the adjustment options

> Ball joint which can be replaced individually.
    Only available from MEYLE-HD.

> Ball joint with anti-corrosion finish and innovative  
  socket made from highly wear-resistant plastic material

> Reinforced bushings designed to last longer

Continuously variable  
camber adjustment

+

MEYLE-HD control arm for the new BMW 5, 6 and 7 series models

Full-rubber bushing

One missed pothole and even latest-generation  
original hydro bushings can spring a leak. Once  
filled, the hydro bushing‘s inner sleeve is simply  
clamped to the outer sleeve, which is why one knock 
can be enough to force hydro-fluid out of the control 
arm bushing. Hydro bushings are extremely prone  
to leaks.

Our MEYLE-HD parts are field-proven full-rubber  
designs made from high-strength rubber and  
featuring an enhanced rubber profile vulcanised to the 
outer sleeve. The bushing‘s damping characteristics 
are optimally geared to the original part to ensure 
maximum driving comfort. This makes our HD full-
rubber bushing a long-lasting alternative to original 
hydro bushings.

MEYLE-HD at its Best: Rugged Full-Rubber Bushings 

Outmatch Sensitive Hydro-Bushings!

We do not guarantee customers won‘t hit any more 
potholes. But we do guarantee that our HD full-rubber 
control arm bushings will endure every pothole they 
don‘t manage to miss.

Original component

Suspension components in genuine MEYLE-HD quality are optimally 
geared to each other to withstand every pothole

Leak-prone hydro bushing Full-rubber design, field-proven for decades

Hydro bushing

Control arm bushings for a wide range of popular vehicle makes from Alfa Romeo to VW

It goes without saying that ball heads on commercial 
vehicle joints are significantly larger than those on 
compact cars to improve the part‘s load-carrying  
capability.

And this is exactly from where we start: MEYLE-HD ball 
heads are significantly larger than original designs.

Increasing the ball head surface reduces the pressure 
acting on this surface, which in turn improves part  
durability. MEYLE-HD ball heads are engineered with 
precisely the correct diameter to make for a rugged 
and long-lived joint. This is why they significantly out-
last original ball heads.

Optimised geometries maximise service life.

MEYLE-HD at its Best:  

Ball Pin – the Size Makes all the Difference!

Original  
component

Ball head with  
increased diameter

HDOE  <  

Relation between ball head diameter  
and surface pressure
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The larger the ball, the lower surface pressure, the longer service life

Undersized  
ball joint

Tie rod end assemblies and ball joints for a wide range of popular vehicle makes from Alfa Romeo to VW
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The combination of individual  
components, all crafted to perfection, 
makes the MEYLE-HD stabilizer link 
what we think is the best stabilizer link 
design in the world.

Endurance tests performed at 
Hamburg‘s Helmut Schmidt University 
have returned impressive results:
No evidence of joint play even after 
1,000,000 test cycles!

MEYLE-HD at its Best:  

For Us, the Best Stabilizer Link in the World!

Wear-resistant plastic socket:
> wear-resistant polyoxymethylene plastic material (POM)
> ultra low friction coefficient, low wear rate
> snug fit in the steel housing thanks to retaining latches

Durable ball pin:
> Increased ball diameter (22mm on average)
> excellent load-carrying capabilities thanks to a 90% larger ball surface
> reduced surface roughness and low friction coefficient

High-performance grease:
> optimised lubricating properties
> temperature-resistant

Reinforced link rod:
> high-strength welded joint for rigid connection  
    of the link bar and rod end

Corrosion-resistant zinc-nickel plating:
> enhanced corrosion protection

Additional snap ring:
> ultrasonically welded
> very high axial load  
    carrying capability

16mm wrench attachment for increased ease of installation:
> resistant to fatigue, dimensionally stable
> easy to install

High-quality rubber sleeve:
> efficient sealing
> reliable protection against dirt and 
    moisture ingress
> ozone-resistant and weatherproof

All MEYLE-HD stabilizer links  
feature a wrench attachment to  
ease installation

Benefit from time and cost savings with the MEYLE-HD 
control arm for the BMW 5, 6 and 7 Series models and 
the Roll Royce Ghost. Thanks to its adjustable bearing 
the HD control arm replaces three different original 

MEYLE-HD at its Best: One MEYLE-HD Control Arm  

to Replace Three OE Versions!
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components.
With the correct 
part always closely 
to hand the MEYLE 
solution does away 
with the initial wheel 
alignment measure-
ment and allows for 
swift and precise 
camber adjustment.

The MEYLE-HD control arm offers a wide range  
of benefits:

> One adjustable control arm to replace its  
  three OE equivalents with clear marking of  
 the adjustment options

> Ball joint which can be replaced individually.
    Only available from MEYLE-HD.

> Ball joint with anti-corrosion finish and innovative  
  socket made from highly wear-resistant plastic material

> Reinforced bushings designed to last longer

Continuously variable  
camber adjustment

+

MEYLE-HD control arm for the new BMW 5, 6 and 7 series models

MEYLE-HD parts are field-proven full-rubber designs made from 
high-strength, enhanced rubber to the outer sleeve. The bushing‘s 
damping characteristics are optimally geared to the original part to 
ensure maximum driving comfort. This makes MEYLE-HD full-rubber
bushing a long-lasting alternative to original hydro bushings.

MEYLE-HD ball heads are engineered with precisely the correct 
diameter to make for a rugged and long lasting joint. This is why 
MEYLE_HD ball joints significantly outlast original ball heads.

•Wear-resistant plastic socket
•16mm wrench attachment for increased ease of installation
•Durable ball pin
•Reinforced link rod
•Corrosion-resistant zinc-nickel plating
•High-performance grease

•One adjustable control arm to replace its three OE equivalents with clear
  marking of the adjustment options
•Ball joint which can be replaced individually. Only available from MEYLE-HD.
•Ball joint with anti-corrosion finish and innovative socket made from highly
  wear-resistant plastic material

MEYLE-HD Bushings

MEYLE-HD Ball Joints

MEYLE-HD Stabilizer Links

MEYLE-HD Control Arms

Win Omaha Steaks! Email win@imcparts.net and enter “Meyle 
Omaha Steak” in the subject line. Be sure to include your account#, 
account name & your name. Good Luck!!   WIN!


